Maschinenfabrik Gustav Eirich GmbH
& Co KG
Walldürner Str. 50
74736 Hardheim

Country: Germany
Phone: 0049 6283 51-0
Fax: 0049 6283 51-325
Email: Get in contact with Maschinenfabrik Gustav Eirich GmbH
Internet: www.eirich.de

Employees: 735
Year founded: 1863
Associations: VDMA

CONTACT PERSONS

Mr. Dipl.-Ing. Harald Eirich
Technischer Vertrieb / Area Sales Manager
Phone: 0049 6283 51 333
Fax: 0049 6283 51 89333

Mr. Matthias Gaertner

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY

Supplier of Mixing Equipment

- Cooling mixers
- Drying mixers
- Heatable mixers
- Intensive mixers
- Kneaders
- Mixing reactors
- Mix-pelletizers
- Vacuum mixers

COMPANY BACKGROUND / HISTORY

EIRICH designs, manufactures and supplies batch and continuous machinery and systems for the processing of raw materials, compounds, waste and residues.

EIRICH intensive mixers are a well known entity in the international glass industry. This is particularly true wherever value is placed on high mixing precision and high operational reliability. EIRICH machines are in action on all continents, processing glass batches of the most diverse types. High mixing precision, without the formation of aggregates, is guaranteed even for the finest batches.

With its affiliated companies in Europe, America, Asia and Africa, Maschinenfabrik Eirich guarantees a synergistic potential that always represents the current state of the art worldwide. It results in high-grade technological solutions...
that enable final products of optimum quality. No matter where you are situated, a global network of consulting and service centres puts all the company’s products and services within easy reaching distance.